Rattan Batik: Local Wisdom-based Rattan Furnitures Finishing Industry
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Abstract. Generally speaking, rattan furnitures industry is left one step behind compared to wood furniture industry. The way to solve this issue lays on the need of innovation on product development. Production aspect is one of aspects in rattan furniture industry that needs attention. This study aims to develop the rattan furniture products, especially the finishing aspect by applying batik technique. This study applies descriptive-qualitative approach. The research method used is batik technique experiment method on rattan laminating method. The techniques include pattern designing, nyanting I, coloring I, nyanting II, coloring II; ngorod; drying; coating. The results shows that batik technique can be applied in rattan furniture industry by creating some adjustments compared to batik on cloth. The adjustments applied on dipping stage by pelorodan (peeling off the wax) by flushing, and laminating as the final process so that the color and pattern will not fade. Batik can be applied on rattan by making some adjustments, mainly on the characteristics of the materials and process efficiency efforts rattan batik furniture industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rattan is one non-wood commodity in industry mainly used in furniture and handicrafts industry [1][2]. In Indonesia, rattan started to get sold since 16th century [3] and by 18th century rattan product had been developed [4] and exported to foreign countries. Rattan furniture and handicraft industry in Indonesia becomes the superior product by reaching US$ 2.3 million in 2016 and 2.4 million in 2017 [5]. The productivity of rattan furniture industry in Indonesia, however, still left one step behind compared to wood furniture industry. The percentage of comparison is 59.5 % on wood furniture industry, 8.1 % on metal, 7.8 % on rattan, 2.3 % on plastics, 0.5 % on bamboo, and 21.3 % on other materials [6]. Rattan furniture industry in Indonesia has high chance in development because Indonesia is the country with the biggest amount of rattans in the world, even supplying the world rattan by 90%. In Indonesia, according to guidance map of cluster development on furniture industry, the obstacles that must be faced are related to designing, marketing, producing and technology, and the capital. It is further mentioned by Hidayat [7] that finishing production aspect is one of furniture industry weaknesses in Indonesia.
Finishing as the last stage of processing the raw material into becoming the finished product, has decorative and protective functions. Decorative function is an extra credit on the appearance of a product to appear more aesthetic by using color, pattern, clear or doff [8]. The effort to develop the rattan furniture in finishing stage especially on coloring and pattern designing aspects which is interesting to developed is the application of batik technique on rattan material. Batik is method of creating patterns/design on the fabric surface using wax resist techniques. The origin of the word batik is thought to be derived from the Javanese *ambā* (to write) and *titik* (point) which also envisages the whole operation [9]. Batik which take root on the local traditions now have been obtained the recognition from UNESCO in the group The Representative List of Intangible Heritage of Humanity generated by the Indonesian Nation [10].

Batik technique has not only on cloth material but also on wood, bamboo, hides, paper, earthenware and also rattan material [11]. Batik technique can be applied on wood, bamboo, hides, paper, earthenware and also rattan material because these materials have pores to absorb the wax. This study aims to find out the application of batik technique on rattan materials as an alternative for rattan furniture industry. Furthermore, in this study will be explain about the implementation of batik technique in some rattan furniture in Indonesia. Rattan furniture which implemented by batik technique expect can compete in global furniture industrial.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This study is an experimental study of applying the batik technique on rattan material for rattan furniture design. Aim of this research is develop the finishing method for rattan furniture using batik technique. Types of experiment used is experiment-development to test, to check or to prove a hypothesis [12]. The result of experiment of batik on rattan will be the basis of batik application in designing rattan furniture products especially on the finishing stage. Batik process includes the pattern making, *nyanting* I, coloring, *nyanting* II, *pelorodan* I, *nyanting* III, *pelorodan* and *nyanting* and they will be continuously done based on the color desired, *pelorodan* II, washing and drying [13]. By estimating the product efficiency, the batik techniques applied are the simplest ones such as: (a) pattern designing, (b) *nyanting* I, (c) coloring, (d) *nyanting* II, (e) coloring II, (f) *nglorod*, (g) drying, (h) final laminating. After did and implemented batik technique into some rattan furniture product, then doing the Focus Group Discussion before dissemination the product. Focus Group Discussion conducted by invite some expert which are expert of Batik, expert of interior design, expert of product analysis, and some expert of furniture industrial. Furthermore, rattan batik method could be used as one of finishing method in rattan industrial to develop the rattan industrial furniture based on local wisdom.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Batik experiment is done on rattan core or rattan poles. Rattan core is the hardest skin called peripher or cortex [1] that has been peeled off by polishing it. Corepeel is type of rattan core or pitrit that has been peeled off or skinned off [13]. The chosen material is rattan core because batik technique required the wax absorption into the pores. It is recommended to do the batik processing by *canting* on the flat surface. Rattan furniture design with rattan laminating is deemed appropriate to apply the batik technique [14]. Batik equipment for finishing rattan furniture includes *canting*, pan, electric stove, tub and scoop. The material needed are wax batik and batik coloring material.

The outline on the production stage of rattan furniture industry stated by Chai, et al [15] includes component making, manufacturing, ornament making, coloring and finishing [16]. In details, it includes stages of chemical treatment, sizing, sanding I, cutting, steaming, bending,
adjusting, sanding II, assembling, QC 1, burning, sanding 3, staining, sealing-1, sealing -2, sanding IV, top coating, QC-2, packing. In staining stage, batik technique can be used as an alternative product development to develop the product on its decorative aspect.

There is an adjustment required on technique and the material used. Rattan corepeel is chosen because there are pores to absorb the wax. The flat surface is required in order to use the drawing technique with canting. Rattan laminating is suitable media for batik technique. Laminating is sheet or board stacked or glued together, which is made of wood, iron, plastics, etc. Laminating with rattan as the raw material can be in form of bar or sheet [17].

Laminating in furniture industry is divided into laminating in form of boards or bar and direct laminating. Rattan laminating can be done by pressing, applying glue or by nailed it. The experiment of batik technique application on rattan are as follows.

3.1. Pattern Making

Batik sketching is the beginning of batik making by drawing a picture with a pencil on paper or directly on the material with scale 1:1 as the pattern [18]. Pattern is the guidance in batik making [19]. Batik pattern in Indonesia is categorized into geometry and non-geometry pattern [20]. The pattern chosen for rattan material is non-geometry pattern (lung-lungan) because it is possible for a simpler design and bigger in size and easier to produce.

3.2. Nyanting

Nyanting is the pattern making and ngiseni stage. Ngiseni is filling out the emptied part of the pattern. Rattan laminating is the combined square rattan in longitudinal way, making it like a board. An adjustment in nyanting is necessary because there are interlines between rattan. The skill in operating canting is needed to produce an aesthetic and neat rattan furniture.

![Fig. 1: Experiment in making batik pattern and the latter result of canting technique. (Doc: Sumarno 2016).](image)

3.3. Coloring I

Rattan coloring can increase the aesthetic level and economy level of a product. Color becomes one of quality requirement and selling point in the market [21]. The application of batik technique on rattan furniture may result on colorful pattern and appearance. Batik coloring is divided into natural coloring or synthetic coloring. Natural coloring for rattan furniture takes weeks to be done and the result of the coloring is not sharp enough [22]. Therefore the synthetic coloring is chosen by applying it with a brush. Using brush enables the applying of different color in the same time.
3.4. **Nyanting II.**

Nyanting II is the stage where the liquidated wax is poured into the non-coloured or the coloured parts. It is necessary to do so to protect the area or to avoid part from getting colored during dipping or flushing stage.

3.5. **Coloring II.**

The coloring is done by boiling, dipping or flushing the material. Since the material used is rattan, the coloring process is done by flushing it in the tub. This way is advantageous because the colored area is big enough or as the background of batik pattern.

3.6. **Pelorodan and Kerok Process.**

Pelorodan is done to get rid of the wax, usually done by dipping or boiling the material [23]. However, this step cannot be done to rattan material because it will: (a) lose the boards, (b) the color changes due to the heat (c) the nails or the bolts will get rusted (d) the glue gets loose. Therefore, pelorodan for rattan material is done by flushing it with hot water. The rest of the wax can be scraped off with a knife or similar tools.

3.7. **Drying.**

The next crucial step is drying. It is done to avoid the material being decayed or to avoid the fungus growth. The product dryness is important in exporting product due to the climate differences among countries. The recommended dryness level for rattan furniture is 8 – 14 %.

3.8. **Coating.**

Coating in the finishing stage is important to increase the durability of natural beauty from affecting climate [24]. Rattan batik furniture needs coating to protect the color and pattern during operational furniture process especially to avoid frictions among furnitures. Varnishes present different levels of gloss depending on their type and application system. It was shown that polyurethane and polyacrylic resins retained a high gloss even under thermal stress conditions, while for powder coatings a low gloss level was found [25] [26]. The coating is done by using the water base, melamine or nitricellulose materials.

![Fig. 2: Rattan furniture with batik finishing](Sumber: Sumarno 2018)
4. CONCLUSION

The productivity of rattan furniture industry has not yet developed and the efforts to increase the competitiveness level of a product, especially finishing aspect is being done. Finishing work on rattan furniture industry on the staining stage, especially in coloring aspect and pattern aspect can be develop by using batik technique. Laminating is recommended for applying batik technique. Generally, the rattan furniture product is not interesting enough because it is still produced in natural or solid color. By applying batik technique, the color and pattern for rattan furniture may be developed with limitless use of color and pattern.
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